The Report Given below is Just a Sample
Report for Reference
SECTION – A)
DETAILS

Your BIRTH DATA & OTHER

Dear Abhijit:
It would be a pleasure for us to
be able to help you with your concern

Your Birth & Other details:
12 House report with
Predictions
<br>
email id
abhijit_naik@vsnl.net
Month of birth
4
dob
13
year of birth
1992
time of birth
10.583333333333
first name
SOHAM
middle name
ABHIJIT
last name
NAIK
minutes of birth
35
hour of birth
10
place of birth
MUMBAI
country
India
myTextBox value is =

Your Planets in Signs
 SUN in Pisces










MOON in Leo
JUPITER in Leo
RAHU(Dragon’s Head)- In Sagittarius
MERCURY in Pisces
VENUS in Pisces
KETU(Dragon’s Tail) in Gemini
SATURN in Capricorn
MARS in Aquarius

Your Planets in Houses










SUN in 10th house
MOON in 3rd house
JUPITER in 3rd house
RAHU(Dragon’s Head)-7th house
MERCURY in 10th house
Venus in 10th house
KETU(Dragon’s Tail) in 1st house
SATURN is in 8th house
MARS in 9th house

Why Your Horoscope Or Kundli is so Important
in Life?:
Just like scientists and engineers have developed
electron energy based internet, computers or Mobile
phones for that matter- ancient rishis and sages in
India have discovered the subtle laws of cosmos
based on Pranic energy
So your horoscope or kundli is alike a biometric

passport that has registered the Unique planetary
energy existing at the time of your birth Which can
exactly tell you – which areas of life like
career/job/marriage/love/relationships/children/forei
gn travel etc you could be a success or your could
fail and why? It also tells you how to be a success in
life by avoiding pitfalls and following the remedies
well The complete Horoscope report below tells you
your strong points and life and weak points as well
and gives you remedies on how to solve the weak
points

Your Lagna & Navamsa Horoscope Details

What do the 12(twelve) house
represent in your Horoscope?

Various houses in your horoscope
represent various aspects of your life
Like the first house represents your
personality or your physical body This is
your ascendant and is most important
thing in your life which should be strong
enough for you to be a success
Your second house represents your wealth
and status and the third house (shourya
bhava)is your initiative and people you
connect to The fourth house(maitri bhava)
is your home/mother and yes property The
fifth house(Putra bhava) represents your
deep thinking and children and victory in
lottery
The sixth house(Ari bhava) is the house for

obstacles or vighna The seventh house is
the Yuvati bhava- the house for sex/love
and relationships The eighth house is the
Randhr bhava, this rules
obstacles/death/longevity and accidents
The ninth house rules the dharma bhava or
the house luck /fortune and past life karma
The tenth house is the karma bhava or the
house of action or job/career The eleventh
house is the labha bhava or the house of
gains and salary The twelfth house is the
Vyaya bhava or the house of
expenditure/foreign travels and secret sex
and love affairs. Your 12 Houses Analysis &
Predictions

SECTION – B) Your FULL HOROSCOPE- 12
HOUSES ANALYSIS
· FIRST HOUSE [UDAYA/TANU BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to your
personality, looks, attitude, temperament and basic
strength of your horoscope.
LORD = MERCURY
Your ascendant or lagna absorbs very good energy
from an exalted Venus or shukra- so this could give
you a great job and especially in foreign lands. It
could make you interest in art/beauty and good
things in life.

Your lord of ascendant is a bit weak and debilitated
in the 10th house action and gets energy from the 3rd
house lord sun. So you need to think before you act.
Rash actions could cause issues in job and family
front.
BONUS- You should wear emerald in gold in little
finger ALSO donate books/pencils to poor students
and all would be well for you.

You have to be careful on your sexual conduct as
well for your own benefit.
 You might be devoted to GOD and grandfathers
 You could be wealthy with servants
 You will receive praise and respect
 You are susceptible to allurement of sex
 You could have deep seated dislike for some
people
Also
 You could be attractive and innocent looking
 You could be virtuous, good hearted and service
oriented
 You could be clever in speech, happy and wise
 You could overcome your enemies and controls
anger
 You would enjoy children and have a happy
marriage
 As Lagna’s Lord or your ascendant is in Karma
Bhava or the tenth house of career and job, the
you could be endowed with paternal happiness,
royal honour as this is a raja Yoga, Good for
professional success, gaining property and
conveyances. You could also have fame among

men and could be doubtlessly have self-earned
wealth. But as the karaka for the tenth house is
the 10th sign Capricorn, which is ruled by
Saturn- there could also be losses and issues in
career depending on the other combinations in
your horoscope.

. In general this ascendant helps in good education.
. It might also mean getting educated at a personal
level all over life
. This gives good relative analytical abilities.
. Generally helps to keep the looks young
. One should try to avoid worrying nature.
. Also restlessness should be avoided at any cost.
. Business/money might interest you.

· SECOND HOUSE [DHANA BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to your
family life, speech, thinking patters and
accumulation of wealth, success in investments,
income source and general level of affluence.
LORD = MOON

Your lord of 2nd house is fair enough in the 3rd house
with good energy from Jupiter ruling the 7th and 10th
house.
This could give you a chance to have your own
initiative or business as well some time. It suggests
gains in partnerships and marriage as well.
Jupiter the karaka for the wealth is strong and
suggest good gains in own business and from
partners and or wife.
Good for job matters.
As Dhan’s Lord is in Sahaj Bhava, the you could be
valorous, wise, virtuous, element of lust could be
there .
You will be blessed with money by your own effort
and mind & yes partnerships or job.
.Manners and speech could be very sensitive and
emotional
.There could be fluctuations in family relationships
.and also status
. In general you might be able to save money
. But might spend it as well
. You could be generally truthful
. But more on the diplomatic side.

· THIRD HOUSE [SHOURYA BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to your
initiative, courage, competition, communications
ability, siblings, friends and other associates.
LORD = SUN
As per classics as Sahaj’s Lord is in Karma Bhava,
the you could be have all lands of happiness and
self-made wealth and you need to be careful in your
interactions with females or any kind of over luxury.
Sun gives a good initiative and drive to do things.
Moon here could mean more travels and changes in
career.
Also Jupiter here gives and suggest good friend
circle. You may also marry someone whom you may
know closely.
You will also get good company of saints and good
people.
This could make you interest more in occult and
astrology. As mars is weakened on Aquarius- you
have to keep your actions firm and not wavering.
With the Moon in the Third House your feeling and
instinctive nature will find expression through social
intercourse, daily mental diversions and general

conversation. Your speech and thought are heavily
influenced by feelings and moods. At times others
may view you as changeable, Indecisive and a bit of
a dreamer. Your day to day response to
circumstance is strongly conditioned by
environmental factors, especially social and domestic
discussions. There is also a love of travelling and a
desire for constant change.
With Jupiter in the Third House you will find luck,
ease of working and general good fortune coming
through your expansive, optimistic, philosophical,
refined, cheerful, sympathetic and well-educated
mind. Benefits may come to you through education,
literature, publishing, travelling and brethren. Your
wide range of mental interests will attract many
friends who help to broaden your scope of
knowledge, leading you into new and unusual
subjects. Success is achieved by communicating
such knowledge to others - writing, teaching and
lecturing.
. This could make you very powerful and courageous
. Your intellect could be sharp
. Also you could attain good professional status
. Also your ambitions could be high
. You will generally earn money by self effort

. Also tend to be more self reliant
. Your attachment to others might be average.
.If in case you think and individual is not fair for youyou might immediately let him/her go.
. You might do better off than your brothers and
sisters
. Try to control vengeful and excitable nature
. Also try to avoid vanity
. You also might have frequent journeys

· FOURTH HOUSE [SUKHA/MATRU BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to your
parents, domestic harmony and the level of
happiness in life.
LORD = MERCURY
As lord mercury is weak in the 10th house , but good
energy from Venus comes in to the 4th house. So you
may have some issues in domestic harmony , but
due to Venus your wife and life partner, you would
be generally blessed with beautiful home. Good for
conveyances and also property.
As Bandhu’s Lord is in Karma Bhava, the you could
be enjoy royal honours and good gains.

. You might get engaged in amassing wealth at times
. There is chance that retaining the same might be
difficult for you at times
. You are intelligent and can establish good rapport.
. Try to see that your openness is not misused and
you get in touch with not so ethical people.
. You might have interest and leaning toward magic
. Gives a respectable mother- mothers heath needs
care
. Gives fairly decent education- education may have
breaks
. You might have large circle of friends.
. Avoid translating negative thoughts into action.
· FIFTH HOUSE [ATMAJA BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to your
children, status and creative powers.
LORD = Venus
The lord Venus is very strong in the 10th house.
This give god wealth and also daughters.

As your Putr’s Lord is in Karma Bhava, the you could
be enjoy a Raj Yog and various pleasures and be get
very famous in Venus periods.
The karaka Jupiter is also strong, so you may have a
son and may be more daughters.
No issues on kids front for you.
. Generally a happy family life
. Also generally lucky in terms of having kids.
. Might have relatively less interest in formal
education
. Your interest mind be spouse/children and money
. You might have losses interest in higher values of
life
.You might want to get personal glory for self- so
that you could be a hero for the family and society.
. Good intellect
. But at times perceptions might be affected
. Take good care of your children’s health.
.There might be more than average fondness of
power and authority
. Try to exercise it in the best manner

· SIXTH HOUSE [VIGHNA BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to your
enemies, health problems, debts, obstructions and
service to others.
LORD = MARS
As your Ari’s or 6th house Lord is in Dharma Bhava,
the you could be trade in wood and stones (‘Pashan’
also means poison, just an indication) and could be
have fluctuating professional fortunes.
You have to be careful with pitta or heat disorders
like boils or blood pressure etc.
Saturn the karaka of this house is strong but in the
8th house. But still OK.
Father’s health needs special care. As mars aspects
the father’s house of 9th and also sun is weak at 29
degrees
. There could be some issues with sexual issues.
. You might also have to stay away from home land
for a long time.
. You might also have to stay away from guilt of any
kind.
. There could be conflicting thoughts which should
be resolved with YOGA.
. Might get occasionally into debts

. Ensure no one takes advantage of your nature
. Yes, enemies could be there
. Some could be lifelong ones.
. There are chances of periodical illness.
· SEVENTH HOUSE [KALATRA BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to your
marriage, partnerships and all other relationships.
LORD = JUPITER
You may marry on your own initiative or love
marriage could be there.
Jupiter is strong enough but retrograde – so this
could make your wife fairly religious and
conventional.
She could be from a family of good status , as moon
touches the Jupiter ruling the 2nd house of status.
As Venus is very strong the karaka for this house,
your wife could be beautiful and a good support to
you.
There is a need to develop social awareness through
close interpersonal relationships. Marriage/nonmarriage may be an important feature. Your
egocentric, individualist and loner approach to life
will eventually change. The needs of others will be
understood and accepted. Self-identity is found

through co-operation and adaptation to social issues.
Happiness is attained through the warmth of human
relationships.
As rahu is in their 7h house- so sexual conduct has
to be kept discreet.
. Avoid any sorrowful taste in life- but working on
this relationship
. Your partner could be respectable.
. Try to build up more warmth
. Try to be more psychologically compatible.
. Your partner might have non traditional preferences
. Make effort to reduce the conflict
. You might marry well
. But chance of plurality of marriages.
. There is a discount on your domestic happiness
· EIGHTH HOUSE [GUHYA BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to
unknown or hidden or suspicious issues, unearned
wealth, sudden losses of wealth and also property
and luck.
LORD = SATURN

As Randhr’s Lord or the 8th house lord is in Randhr
Bhava, the you could be long-lived.
As Saturn rules longevity as a karaka and is the lord
of your 8th house.
Yes, you could have gains in property and wealth.
An Eighth House Saturn suggests that your career or
area of responsibility in the world is to gain
knowledge and expertise associated with the
responsible handling of other people s property and
money - banking, investments, insurance, corporate
money, tax, inheritances, etc. A will to succeed must
be developed together with a calm, efficient,
determined and persistent effort for thoroughness.
. You might get more interested in religion some
time
. Inclinations towards learning are also there.
. You might rise from person considerations to
consideration of the society
]. Selfishness should be avoided.
. Long life is indicated
. Try to avoid unhappiness caused due to Saturnjust be happy

· NINTH HOUSE [DHARMA/BHAGYA BHAVA]:

· This house basically covers matters related to your
level of luck, length of marital life, interest in religion
& spirituality and level of morality.
LORD = SATURN
May not be good for father’s overall health .
As Saturn is strong in 8th, so gives wealth and
honours. Especially from foreign lands and business.
You will gain good property.
With Mars in the Ninth House you are likely to exert
your energy and initiative through self-development,
travel, exploration, sports, religion, philosophy or
higher education, in order to gain a broad experience
of life. You enjoy any form of intellectual challenge
and should do well in gaining academic
qualifications. Having a crusading spirit, breadth of
vision and strong religious or philosophical
convictions are likely. You will aggressively crusade
for worthwhile causes and actively support higher
social groups in service to mankind.
You should follow your ethics and avoid more
indulgence in life .
. This gives good spiritual advancement
. Life will propel you to more spiritual goals
. You might realize the supremacy of higher
pleasure-like spirituality

. You would grow in all sense. Of spirit
. Some religious thought could be there
. You could be charitable
. There might be some differences with father.
. Inheriting father’s property might have problems.
· TENTH HOUSE [AGNYA/KARMA BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to your
career, your Karma & the kind of deeds, your
authority and name.
LORD = JUPITER
As Karm’s Lord or 10th lord is in Sahaj Bhava, the
you could be enjoy happiness from brothers and
servants, be valorous, virtuous, eloquent and
truthful.
Jupiter is fair and retrograde- so you may get not
training or teaching or some business or work to do
with religion or NGO etc.
Sun is old, so you could get fame , but delayed.
Mercury is weak so need well thought actions for
success.
Jupiter and good dharma work would help you grow
a lot.

Your mental and communicative abilities will largely
be applied to professional worldly ambitions where
knowledge and education are pursued in order to
enhance career prospects or social standing. Your
mental qualities are well-suited to managerial posts,
government positions, politics and any work
requiring communication skill and executive ability.
With this placing of Mercury financial security,
professional prestige and social status are the
dominant mental issues.
With Venus in the Tenth House the areas of life
where you are most likely to express your social,
romantic and artistic qualities are through social and
professional life, possibly related to the arts. You are
socially ambitious and success may come though
your good managerial qualities, some form of artistic
talent or indirectly through your marriage partner.
You are likely to seek marriage with someone who
will bestow social status and wealth.
With the Sun in the Tenth House, much of your
energy will be applied to vocational achievement,
professional success, leadership, social power, and
prestige. Public life is all important and the desire for
social recognition and financial success is strong. You
are likely to rise to a position of responsibility,
power, and authority, but not without a lot of hard
work and frustration on the way. You will meet with

many challenges and difficult situations within your
professional environment.
. Could incline you towards religion
. Could make you to preach to people towards
conventional religion
.You may want to work for a cause
. You may not be satisfied with work which is without
a cause
. You might become more religious and orthodox as
age advances.
. You might have to work very hard on the
professional front
. You could do well in advisory capacity
. Like lawyers and secretaries

· ELEVENTH HOUSE [LABHA BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to your
gains and inflows from various sources.
LORD = MARS
As Labh’s Lord or the 11th house lord is in Dharma
Bhava, the you could be fortunate, skilful, honoured
by the people to some extent and be affluent.

Proper action would give you good fortune and
money for sure.
Gains from religious or dharma or astrology related
work is indicated.
You need to control anger and rashness .
Also you have to take care of your thighs area a lot.
Do YOGA for your own benefit.
. Earning is fine- but it might come at times in a hard
way.
.You might generally work as an employee
. Even if your job is routine- don’t mind the same.
. But you should play active roles to get the best in
life.
. Your interest could be in social life
. Avoid much indulgence in sensual pleasures
. Let the projections of personality be humble and
pleasing in nature
. You might earn well in life
. Often more than you expect
.
· TWELFTH HOUSE [VYAYA/ANTYA BHAVA].

· This house basically covers matters related to
sexual desires
& their fulfilments, losses, expenses, travel to other
countries and events beyond your control.
LORD = Venus
You should respect your elders and not dishonour
them any time.
You will work hard. Agriculture could be a gainful
choice for you apart from your gains coming from
wife and yes foreign lands.
. You might engage in material pursuits
. but you might feel dissatisfaction of existing
conditions.
. You might try to improve our circumstances
, But improvement might not always be there
. Try to balance things with spirituality- than
focusing only on material goals.
. You know how to enjoy life
. Spending habits might be at extremes
. At times you might spend large amounts easily
. Other time you might haggle for small about of
money

SECTION – C) COMING 1 YEAR(12 Months)
PREDICTIONS
Sun Main period
 RAH till 7/10/17
 JUP till 25/ 7/18
 RAH till 7/10/17
As rahu sits in the 7th house and aspects the 11th
and 1st house and 3rd house of initiatives.
You have to be discreet in how you behave as this
could cause issues in the job and otherwise.
Also sexual conduct has to be discreet.
This 2017 could be a time which could be very
emotionally demanding from you relationships
wise. You have to wait and watch and be forgiving.
Not to act in impulses at all.
BONUS= Donate to old age homes
. CAREER:
. You might have gains in terms of money at this
time
.Also expect sudden reversals in situations at office
. You could expect that an organized effort would
yield better dividends

.

You may have to travel for work related matters

. Avoid any kind of lethargy creeping into work
. Your boldness at work would pay off.
. FINANCE:
.

Possible Boost up in income and financial status

.

There could be times when there is restriction of
money flow as well.

. Earlier savings and investments will be fruitful for
you.
. You may expect sudden gains and losses
. You should secure yourself from any legal matters.
. LOVE & MARRIED LIFE:
. There could be problems on the marital front
. Learn trusting each other more
. Recognition will improve your social value.
. Avoid any kind of mistrust from any side.

. HEALTH:
. Different ailments in this period.

. Gastric troubles and indigestion will disturb your
regular life.
. Earlier problem may be increase- a constant vigil
on the health problems is suggested.
. So conscious about food and travelling in entire
period.
. Take special care of mental health in terms of
keeping yourself open and healthy.
 JUP till 25/ 7/18
Your Jupiter is very strong and rules the 7/109 house
and is in 3rd house along with moon.
So you could get married in this time if not married
to a lady of good nature and status.
You may also travel as 7th house and moon both
connect to travel.
This could be a great time for your job and initiative.
You may also have travels to shrines or religious
places this time.
Your will power and not depending on anyone would
pay you good dividends .
But remember a lot of proving is therein 2018 once
you do that all is well.
· CAREER:
· Your career would expand in this time significantly
. You will encounter situations to do the same
. You will have ample enthusiasm in the office

. There could be lot of meetings with new people in
the office environment
. Avoid worry due to over work or over ambition at
work place.
. Your interests towards religion would increase and
that would help you professionally as well.
. Your position in career and your reputation at work
will go through many challenges during these years.
. Also your sphere of influence would improve.
. You will very much enjoy this part of life due to
achieve honour and prestige.
· FINANCE:
· Income will increase in general.
. You could expect new sources of income being
created
. Investments in this period should give good returns
· Excessive expenses need to avoided in this time
· You could lend money , but with proper protection
of your interests
. · LOVE & MARRIED LIFE:
· Fun in love and married life would increase

· You may have many outings and pleasure trips at
this time
. Falling into new affairs is not ruled out.
. Your relationship would grow warmer and would
fructify better in this time
. Your interest in dharma would greatly help to
enhance the relationship.

· HEALTH:
· Health should be fine, but worry needs to be kept
at bay.
· Ailments more to do with nervous disorders are
possible
· If you will have to take general precautions to take
care of not taking much stress

Remedies that would help you to be much
better in life & solve your concerns easily
As Saturn is something that could affect your
married life Also we need to strengthen the positive
energies of rahu The basic Upayas are given to you
For Saturn over all longevity and good health:

 Be considerate to servants and subordinates
 Offer simple salty food to birds
 Donate black pulses or mustard oil on Saturdays
 Also please donate to old age homes
For Rahu:
 Donate to Oldage Homes

Arjun Pundit for astrozing.com

For any Clarification Regarding This Report–
Kindly Feel Free To Send Us a Mail at E-Mail
Id Given Below:

astrozing.com@gmail.com

